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Abstract 
Hurder, S., A product theorem for 0Br,, Topology and its Applications 50 (1993) 81-86. 
This paper gives a product decomposition theorem for the space 0Br, of loops on the classifying 
space of G-foliations. The proof is based on some observations about the interrelation of G with 
Fr,, the homotopy fiber of the natural map v : Br, + BG. Some applications and consequences 
of the main theorem are given. We make a conjecture, which is confirmed in low codimensions 
by our results, about the loop space OBR’, for the classifying space Br, of smooth codimension-q 
foliations. 
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1. Main theorem 
A G-foliation 9 on a manifold M is a foliation of codimension q whose normal 
bundle has a G-structure which is invariant under the natural parallelism along the 
leaves of 9, where Gc GL(q, Iw) (cf. [3,9]). A special example consists of the 
integrable G-structures, where 9 is modeled on a manifold B of dimension q with 
a G-structure on the tangent bundle TB, and the transverse transition functions of 
9 preserve this G-structure. Foliations with a transverse G-structure arise in many 
areas of foliation theory: a Riemannian foliation is an O(q)-foliation; a foliation 
with a closed nonvanishing transverse q-form is an SL(q, IW)-foliation; a symplectic 
foliation is an Sp( q, [W)-foliation. 
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complex X. Then every map : M + lifts map J: M + ST,. If, in addition, 
M is an open manifold, then every q-planejield E c TM with a G-reduction (on the 
bundle offrames of E), is homotopic to the normal bundle of a codimension-q G-foliation 
on M. 
Proof. We are given that M = ZX. Form the adjoint f * : X + LIBG off: Theorem 
1.1 implies that there is a lift f* : X --, L!BL’,, whose adjoint defines the lift j The 
second part of the corollary follows from the lifting property above and Haefliger’s 
general theory on the existence of G-foliations [3]. 0 
2. Proof of main theorem 
Consider the sequence of fibrations: 
OFr, - 0 BI-, -% OBG -% Fr, + Br, L’ BG. (3) 
Given the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we show that the map 6 : flBG+ Fr, is 
homotopic to a constant. The fibration fly : L?Br, + RBG is then trivial, as it is the 
pull-back under 6 of the path fibration PFT, + Fr,. This implies that OBr, = 
RBG x OFr,. 
We work with pointed CW complexes. The base point for a Lie group will always 
be the identity element. Let CX denote the pointed cone on the pointed space X. 
Let K,, . . . , K, be the given subgroups of G, and let K, x 9 . . x K,+ G be induced 
from the group multiplication applied to the inclusion maps on each of the factors. 
By the connectivity assumption on Frci, the composition K, = G% Fr, is 
homotopic to the constant map to the base point in FrG. If K, = G, then we are done. 
For 12 2, first extend the inclusion of K, to a map on the cone, CK, + Fr,. We 
then require a well-known result: 
Lemma 2.1. The jibration Fr, + Br, has a natural jiber-preserving action (up to 
homotopy) of the H-space G. In particular, there is a canonical (up to homotopy) action 
Gx FT,+ Fr,. (4) 
Proof. Our definition of Fr, as the homotopy fiber of v endows it with the action 
of the H-space OBG, via the Puppe sequence for fibrations (cf. [12]). We observe 
that the inclusion G c OBG induces a homotopy equivalence of H-spaces, which 
then defines the H-space action on the fibers Fr,. 0 
Now use (4) to define an extension of the map on the first two factors, 
CK, x K2+ Fr,. (5) 
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The composition K, c G + Fr, is contractible, so the extension (5) is also homotopic 
to a constant map onto the base point of Fr,. We can therefore extend it to a map 
C(CK, x KJ+ Fr,. 
Continuing in the above manner, we obtain a map 
K,x.. .xK,cC(C...(CK,xK,)...xK,)jFT, (6) 
which extends the map K, x + . . x K, c G+ Fr,. The composition is homotopic to 
a constant as the middle space in (6) is contractible, so that G+ Fr, is also 
homotopic to a constant, as was to be shown. 
3. Applications 
The first application of Theorem 1.1 is to the classifying space Br:= BTc,L+(y,Rj 
of codimension-q smooth foliations with orientable normal bundles. 
Proposition 3.1. For q s 4, LU?ri = SO(q) x OFT,. 
Proof. The space Frq = FrGL(y,Rj is (q + 1)-connected [2, 111, as noted above, and 
the special orthogonal group SO(q) = GL’(q, R) has dimension at most q for q s 3, 
so we can apply Theorem 1.1. For q = 4, we note that GL+(4, R) = SO(4) = S3 X SO(3), 
where each factor has dimension 3, and observe that Fr, is 5-connected. 0 
Let us apply Corollary 1.3 in this case, noting that SO(3) is doubly covered by 
S3 and SO(4) is doubly covered by S’ x S3: 
Corollary 3.2. For all m 2 1, there are split surjections: 
r,+,(Br,)+ em, 
nm+,(sr,)+ T,(s3~ 9). 
Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 1.4 also have applications to the existence of 
foliations: 
Corollary 3.3. Let M” be an open n-manifold with the homotopy type of a suspension. 
Then every m-plane field E c TM of codimension q = n - m < 4 is homotopic to an 
integrable distribution on M, and hence to the tangent field of a foliation 9 of 
codimension q on M. 
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We speculate that the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 is true in all dimensions: 
Conjecture C!Bf: = X for all q 3 1. 
An equivalent formulation of the conjecture is to ask whether there exists a lifting 
g of the map g in the diagram: 
where g is the adjoint of the natural map SO(q) + 0B SO(q). One could hope to 
exhibit such a lift g by a direct geometric construction. 
The second example where we apply Theorem 1.1 is to Riemannian foliations, 
which are those foliations with a “transverse Riemannian metric” which is invariant 
under the natural transverse parallelism (or linear holonomy). We assume the 
foliation is transversally oriented, so that these are the G-foliations with G = SO( 4). 
. . 
The classtfymg space FT,o,,, is then (q - l)-connected, by a theorem of the author 
[51. 
The group SO(2) = S’ has dimension 2, so Theorem 1.1 yields 
flBCsoc>j = S’ x flFrso(,, . (7) 
To further understand the homotopy type of BCTocz, requires a better understanding 
of the space FT,,,,, . It is known that the volume form associated with the transverse 
S0(2)-structure induces a fibration, 
Vol : FTsoczj --z K(R, 2) (8) 
where K ([w, 2) denotes the Eilenberg-MacLane space in dimension 2 for the group 
[w (cf. [7]). It is unknown whether the fiber FT’so,21 of Vol is 2-connected. However, 
z-~(FI’~~~~~) is highly nontrivial, as it has torsion subgroups which are not finitely 
generated, and also there are uncountably generated free H-summands [5]. 
The decomposition as in (7) is not valid for 0BT,,,,,, as a key step in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 fails: 
Proposition 3.5. The map 
SO(q) = f2B SO(q) A FT,,,,, (9) 
is homologically essentiaI for q 3 3. 
Proof. For q = 2k + 1, let S4’-’ + SO(2k + 1) be an essential map in real homology. 
This class is detected by the transgression of the Pontrjagin class Pk E 
H4k( B S0(2k+ 1); R) to FE I-14k-’ (SO(4k - 1); iw). The composition (Y given by 
S 4kp’+S0(2k+1)=RB SO(q)5 FT:,,,,,, 
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determines the foliated microbundle S4hm’ x IX’“+’ with the product foliation and 
the framing twisted by the map S4” ’ + SO(2k + 1). The method of [6] shows that 
(Y determines a nontrivial class in I?Z~~-‘( F~soC2hl, ); R), which proves the proposition 
in this case. 
For q = 2k+2, the transgressed class @ still defines a characteristic class in 
H ~k-‘wso~2k+2,; R) as 4k exceeds the codimension for k> 1, so the inclusion of 
the cycle cu into the classifying space of one higher codimension is still homologically 
essential. El 
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